Sustained attention to the epidemiology of classic and emerging infectious diseases is justified elsewhere in this issue (1) because, despite dazzling progress, infection will remain a major if not the leading cause of human mortality worldwide for the foreseeable future. As the handmaiden of infectious disease epidemiology, the science of microbiology has been educating us for decades about the ingenious microbial strategies that account for that epidemiologic reality. Her older lessons are worth reviewing in this millenial perspective on epidemiology because they involve not only the biologically critical exploration of the microbe-human interface but also the intellectually critical discovery of disease causation. There are also new lessons with equally wide ramifications. Insight into the behavior of transmissible, self-replicating biologic agents influences all of epidemiology, not just the domain of infectious diseases; microbiology imparts its wisdom about all disease in populations.
FROM SPECULATION TO EXPERIMENTATION, FROM CAUSATION TO CURE
Many of the epidemiologic insights from microbiology past should be familiar. Contagion of disease due to invisible factors was a subject of ancient and persistent philosophic discourse. At the beginning of the 20th century, the eminent microbiologists, Philip Hiss and Hans Zinsser, succinctly summarized the cardinal lesson they had learned so well about discovery in this field from their predecessors: "... the astonishingly shallow impression which ... acute reasoning left upon the medical thought... furnishes an excellent example of the futility of the most penetrating speculation when unsupported by experimental data" (2, p. 3). From Fracastorius, the leading physician of the 16th century, through a long succession of men of "penetrating speculation," little objective progress was made in unlock-ing the secrets of contagion. Acceptance of the most compelling conceptual arguments of those earlier times had to await the microscopic observations of invisible life forms by Anton van Leeuwenhoek, the incisive experimental designs of Louis Pasteur, and Robert Koch's factual fulfillment of Jacob Henle's and his own rigorous postulates. The technical and empiric advances by these men and others who followed during the 20th century were central to the recognition of microbes as the first natural etiologic factors, thereby revolutionizing not only biology but along with it the process of discovery of the causes and consequences of disease.
From that time until the present, a steady succession of acclaimed accomplishments has originated largely in the domain of microbiology but carried profound epidemiologic implications: in vitro cultivation of bacteria, recognition and propagation of viruses, and numerous other innovative techniques for detecting and characterizing countless microscopic agents; advances in the understanding of natural and acquired immunity culminating in the phenomenon of vaccination; identification of natural antimicrobial substances leading to artificial production; and then Watson and Crick's most fundamental enunciation of the biochemical basis of heredity. As revolutionary as those supreme incontrovertible genetic principles proved to be in describing and predicting the orderly molecular relations among all life forms, for much of the next 40 years after their discovery of the role of DNA, the integration of this new knowledge took place largely in the confines of research and reference laboratories. During that time, laboratory methods grew increasingly sophisticated, but conventional culture techniques, morphologic and biochemical typing procedures, and antimicrobial susceptibility testing remained the principal means for detection, classification, and assessment of the vulnerability of microorganisms.
By the dawn of the antibiotic era at midcentury, the increasingly frequent milestones of discovery marked seemingly endless progress in the battle against infectious diseases. However, the predicted demise of infectious diseases was a pronouncement arrogantly naive to the nature of the relation between infectious agents and their human hosts. Before long we found ourselves victims of successive discovery of multiple "miracle" antibiotics. During the subsequent 30 years the proliferating use of various potent antimicrobial compounds in humans and domesticated animals has generated increasingly drug-resistant strains of bacteria. The consequences in hospitalized patients have been especially alarming. Hospital-acquired (nosocomial) infections, increasingly due to resistant agents, annually affect about 2 million patients in US hospitals, cost more than $4.5 billion, and account for half of all major hospital complications (3). Vancomycin-resistant enterococci, glycopeptide-intermediate Staphylococcus aureus, extended spectrum (3-lactamase-producing Gram-negative bacilli, and multidrug-resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae and Mycobacterium tuberculosis are but a few resistant bacteria of great current concern (4, 5). Although antimicrobial resistance is a global problem, it can be traced to local events. Resistant organisms often originate in hospitals and their intensive care unit microenvironments, from where they then spread widely. Efforts to control the problem locally require early recognition through proactive surveillance within a hospital infection control program. Transmission of drug-resistant infections is unlikely to subside without bold and innovative approaches (6) to both treatment and prevention. As suggested below, that will take the concerted effort of microbiologists, epidemiologists, and many others.
DATA REVOLUTION: MOLECULARIZATION AND ELECTRONIFICATION
Although the benefits of antibiotics have not been unqualified, they have irreversibly altered the health of humankind and, along with it, the relations between humans and transmissible agents. Beginning not long after the introduction of antibiotics, but gaining full momentum during the most recent decade or so, were two parallel and interlocking revolutions that currently reverberate through every life science discipline. Within these last few years powerful new molecular techniques have permitted facile translation of molecular genetic theory into more routine microbiologic applications, and radical innovations in information processing have shaped extraordinary new tools for assembling and interpreting data on a population scale. Together they have had profound effects on microbiology, epidemiology, and their intersection. In this perspective there is space for only a cursory review of the impact of the revolutionary technology at that intersection.
The most radical advance in molecular genetics has been enzyme-directed replication of genetic material, in particular, the development of polymerase chain reaction methodology for detection, amplification, and quantification of nucleic acids. Its influence has already been immeasurable. One outcome, analogous to the continuous series of revelations by the microscope in van Leeuwenhoek's time, has been the steady announcements of previously unknown organisms detected by an array of highly automated polymerase chain reaction procedures. These new findings are shaking the old order. At the most basic level molecular microbiologists using this technology have discovered truly novel types of organisms that force reconsideration of the entire phylogenetic classification of free-living entities, with implications for the evolution of life itself (7) . Of more immediate relevance to epidemiology, gene amplification techniques have identified several new etiologic agents of diseases whose origins had long eluded investigators entirely. These discoveries have often arisen from very elegant and painstaking work performed in the context of pathologic entities refractory to conventional recognition or isolation. Using broad-range polymerase chain reaction and a comparative molecular technique called representational difference analysis on primary clinical specimens, investigators have identified agents responsible for several unexplained or newly described diseases (Kaposi's sarcoma-associated human herpesvirus type 8, Whipple's disease bacillus, Sin Nombre virus, and Bartonella spp.) (8) .
Another byproduct of this molecular technology has been the accumulation of data documenting genetic differences that underlie such microbial behavior as "quorum sensing," a mechanism by which bacteria signal each other that they are undergoing gene activation and enzymatic conversion of substances appropriate for persistence in large, stable populations (9, 10). One group of investigators (10) recently reported that many enteric bacteria and other species have genetic systems involved in quorum sensing.
This mechanism is not a mere curiosity irrelevant to the real world of disease in populations. There is mounting evidence that quorum sensing is critical to the production and maintenance of bacterial biofilms, the specialized communities of organisms spread across inanimate or living cellular surfaces. Biofilms occur in numerous industrial, agricultural, and medical environments. They are responsible for many chronic infections by virtue of their innate and acquired resistance to destruction by host immune or antimicrobial mechanisms. Examples include staphylococci lining the internal wall of a central venous catheter, large colonies of Helicobacter pylori interacting with superficial mucosa in the upper gastrointestinal tract, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa filling the alveoli of cystic fibrosis patients. Ironically, although it was none other than van Leeuwenhoek who first observed the biofilm we call dental plaque teeming with the microbial life, it has taken 300 years for us to take full notice of these structured communities and begin to comprehend their significance. We are at the earliest stages of understanding how the structure and physiology of immobile colonial microorganisms may account for new diseases in which the acute inflammatory process characteristic of classic infection is absent.
Recent disclosure of whole classes of heretofore unrecognized organisms and of highly organized colonial populations is dramatic. Less striking differences among strains of viruses, bacteria, and parasites, now being revealed by amazingly precise amplification techniques, may actually have more frequent and relevant epidemiologic implications. The phrase "precise amplification techniques" signifies exquisite specificity and sensitivity almost unimaginable only a short time ago. Under proper conditions, any competent laboratory scientist can achieve almost unfailingly reliable documentation of the presence or sequence variation of nucleic acid (gene) encoding structural and functional alterations across isolates. In specific variants of virtually every common pathogen, from rheumatogenic streptococci to M. tuberculosis, from hepatitis C virus type 1 to ne/-deleted human immunodeficiency virus type 1, the technology has already disclosed key genetically mediated molecular differences that account for distinct clinical consequences.
Still another microbiologic phenomenon (the systematic incorporation of host cell genes and gene products into microbial biomachinery) has implications not only for the origins of disease but also for evolution itself. Viruses and prokaryotic microorganisms have coevolved with their late-intruding eukaryotic neighbors, from primitive parasites to complex primates. In adapting to the intrusions, microbes have routinely borrowed and shared the molecular solutions they encountered in higher species. Herpesviruses like human herpesvirus 8 carry human gene sequences encoding regulatory proteins, and human immunodeficiency virus type 1 coats itself with human leukocyte antigen molecules as it buds through the membrane of an infected lymphocyte (11) . Agents that devote space and energy to elaborating human transcription factors, to regulating human cytokine production, or to expropriating human antigen-presentation apparatus presumably do so because they derive survival advantage from such imitation and camouflage. Epidemiologists must join microbiologists and cell biologists seeking to uncover what corresponding disadvantages that mimicry imposes on the host. If mimicry purposely down-modulates the pathogenicity of these agents, it holds clues to novel etiologic pathways more typical of chronic than classic acute infectious diseases.
For all the potential of the new molecular genetic technology to grapple with the most critical and complex microbiologic mechanisms in infectious diseases, its full revolutionary force will ultimately reach well beyond the microbial realm into nearly every epidemiologic phenomenon involving human biology. Knowledge of the specific microbial origin of a disease implies some knowledge of its host and environment as well. Partly because of the stunning progress in microbiology, many infectious diseases for which etiologic agents are known offer excellent models for studying generic aspects of disease pathogenesis, prognosis, and prevention. As epidemiologic investigation of host-agent-environment interaction in infectious disease proceeds at an ever more fundamental level, it will inevitably reveal principles governing host responses to other environmental agents, from cell toxins to metabolites to carcinogens.
The second technologic revolution affecting microbiology, no less than every other field of science, is the electronic encoding and manipulation of information, in particular, the development of compact portable computing devices for assembly, storage, and transmission of data. Largely as a consequence of this technologic revolution, the world is experiencing eversteeper exponential growth in extant data. By a recent estimate the total amount of data generated worldwide doubles every 20 months (12) . Data explosion has created a demand for improved methods for extracting useful information to facilitate discovery, modeling, archiving, surveillance, quality control, and decisionmaking processes.
Not surprisingly, microbiology and epidemiology also share this information glut. Much of the molecular revolution in microbiology described above would have been inordinately difficult if not impossible without the computer. Without electronic management and analysis of the biologic data, from the programming of thermocyclers for automated polymerase chain reaction reactions to the assembly of electronically stored gene sequences into informative phylogenetic relations, the hypothesized origin of the acquired immunodeficiency virus epidemic in an east African chimpanzee (13) and the epidemiologically relevant variation of the human cell surface coreceptor for human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (14) would not have been recognized.
The silicon DNA chip or DNA microarray technology represents a particularly ingenious fusion of biologic and electronic capabilities now finding its way into microbiology and nearly every corner of the biologic sciences. The principle behind the DNA chip is simple: a tiny quantity of each of several thousand known single-stranded DNA genes or expressed gene segments is attached to the surface of a chip in a particular alignment. Labeled DNA from a specimen of interest is incubated with the chip under conditions that permit hybridization of all corresponding specimen and chip sequences. The automated detection system maps the locations of the subset of sequences that match, thereby identifying the genes present and revealing a pattern of identity or expression distinctive of whatever type of cell is under study. Applications include the ability to identify genomic DNA taken directly from an unknown microbial isolate or from tissue suspected of containing such an isolate and the ability to recognize active gene expression represented by complementary DNA synthesized on an RNA template from a particular microorganism or cell. As useful as this technology has already proved, its power will be greatly magnified with the maturation of the genome sequencing projects during the next few years; applications in microbiology will undoubtedly proliferate along with newly identified genes.
In a more practical vein, the capacity to maintain accurate records of clinically relevant specimens and results could not be more critical to both disciplines. A hospital microbiologist typically performs ongoing, systematic collection of test results from patient samples (e.g., blood, urine, and tissue), primarily to determine the presence and antimicrobial susceptibility of pathogenic bacteria. Results are used for patient care, but they are also stored in a database serving as a primary information source for the infectious disease epidemiologist. Few hospital epidemiologists have the resources required to perform extensive analysis of infection control data. These data have therefore been underutilized and the knowledge they contain untapped. New computer-based methods to probe the data are being explored.
One approach utilizes a "data mining" tool for knowledge discovery in databases to perform active epidemiologic surveillance. An ideal public health surveillance computer system would permit a single epidemiologist, with a few specific algorithms and directives, to detect all unusual trends that have occurred (15). The user could identify the most interesting trends, investigate them with more traditional queries, and take appropriate action. First generation systems for data mining are supporting this rapidly evolving discipline, defined as the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data (16). The Data Mining Surveillance System (DMSS) (17, 18), for example, has been successfully deployed in a microbiology laboratory to detect unusual patterns in the identification of microorganisms and antibiotic resistance over time. DMSS automatically recognizes associations, determines which represent outcomes of interest, and applies rules to monitor incidence trends. DMSS output evaluation highlights potential problems and triggers investigation using traditional methods.
DMSS has retrospectively detected associations that ranged from irrelevant to highly significant. As an example of the latter, the System indicated that a 1-month increase in Acinetobacter baumanii isolates classified as nosocomial and expressing multidrug resistance (18) represented an epidemic in the hospital medical intensive care unit. Standard screening surveillance would have missed the epidemic nature of these infections. The promise of data mining and knowledge discovery in databases is that, with experience, the tools will capture knowledge valuable for sound decision making from the vast quantities of useless data and spurious relations that could produce dangerous or costly misjudgments.
The whole of epidemiology is more than the sum of its parts, often blending the substance and methods of numerous disciplines into its principles and procedures. In turn, it often provides critical guidance and support to other disciplines. Judging from the preceding perspective, the various interrelations between epidemiology and microbiology have contributed to some of the most important events in the history of science and medicine. This long, fruitful interaction between the two appears to have laid solid foundations for future synergy.
